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Star Spiral Swatch
This illustrated pattern is another free 

pre-release from Contemporary 
Geometric Beadwork, excerpted from 

the upcoming CGB Pattern Book. 
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Technical Family Tree
The six-pointed Flat Star pattern combines 
two useful increase and decrease progressions– 
the Herringbone Increase and the Hexagon 
Decrease. 

Beaders before us have used this combination 
to create flat stars and to tailor beadwork, but 
we had never played with it until Susannah 
Thomson’s experiments came in the mail at the 
end of 2021. Enchanted, we embarked on a 
year-long exploration of Stars and Star Spirals.

The Casting Spine that we use to start new 
work and build long spirals came to us in 2018 
from beader Joy Davison, who was working 
with hyperbolic curves and loops at the time. 
Starting them from a curling Spine instead of a 
fixed flat edge allowed her the freedom to grow 
spirals and curves in their natural state instead 
of as ruffles forced from a straight line. 

Starting new beadwork by casting off from an 
existing edge has many advantages. It’s 
generally faster and more stable than a loose 
bead start, and the architecture of the new 
beadwork is stabilized from the first row with no 
assembly of beads. And for making pieces that 
flow in long lines, nothing beats the Spine. 

A step-by-step tutorial to use a peyote start to 
make a quick Short Casting Spine is included 
with this pattern, and its small size is actually 
perfect for creating these little swatches.

Beadwork in this pattern by Susannah Thomson, 
Kathryn Shriver, Karen Beningfield and Kate McKinnon

Illustrations by Karen Beningfield & Kathryn Shriver
Photographs & Layout by Kate McKinnon

Geometric Spiral Research CGB Team, 2011-2022

Mixing transparent and opaque 
beads can have a stunning effect 
in a Flat Star or Star Spiral, as it 
shows the beauty of the thread 

running inside the beads.
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Star Spiral Swatch:  Materials A BB B C D

Materials & Supplies
This small sample uses very few beads and is quick to make.  
Working from a casting edge like a Short Spine makes it easy 
to test colour ideas and learn new progressions and patterns. 
Save the tests for your design toolbox, or re-use the beads.

Difficulty:	 Curious	Beginner	/	Intermediate

Techniques:	 Geometric	Spiral,	Edge	Casting,		
	 	 Deconstruction

Make	First:								Flat	Six-Pointed	Star (pgs. xx-xx)
    Short Spine (pgs. xx-xx)

Swatching is the best way to learn to 
make a Geometric Spiral. To create a 
longer spiral, simply add additional 

increases in the Base Row. 

ALSO: Medium-weight	beading	thread (in two colours if possible, we 
used Nymo B from the cone in red and brown), a pair of small sharp 

scissors, and a Casting	Spine or peyote edge at least 4” long.

 8° any	smooth	round	beads	are	fineStop	Bead

A
B
C
D

Matte	Gold
Yellows
Blue
Red/Orange

Herringbone	Increases
Peyote	Fabric	/	Tab	Beads
Hexagon	Decrease	Spacers
Peyote	Fill	Beads

A-D	are	Delica	11°	cylinders			| 		8°	rounds	are	from	Miyuki

(We only use three stop beads, and they don’t need to match)

331
2103,1132,	721

726
752

B BB

Kathryn used a three-colour fade in her 
yellow B beads, with the darkest yellow at 
the center, and the brightest at the edge. 

A single color of B bead is lovely too, 
and simpler for learning the pattern.

72111322103

Making a single Flat Star 
is another great way to test 
colour combinations before 
committing to a long spiral.
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This quick chart for advanced beaders outlines the basic steps 
for creating (and removing) a small Star	Spiral test swatch 
from a short Casting	Spine or starter strip. If you feel confident 
(or especially brave) you can always start a much longer spiral 
by using a longer Spine or casting strip and laying in more 
increases in the Base	Row. 

To simplify the process, we’ve suggested the use of a throw-
away thread for the first row, with a second thread started in 
Row	2. Please review the full pattern for details to learn more 
about how we do Edge	Casting and Deconstruction.

Quick Chart

SB,	14[AA],	SB			

SB,	B,	14[AA]	

B,	13[AA],	C,	[AA],	B

2B,	13[AA]		2D,	[AA]	B

2B,	13[AA]	B,	P/T D,	B,	[AA],	2B

3B,	13[AA]	B,	C,	B,	[AA],	2B

3B	,13[AA],	B,	2D,	B,	[AA],	3B

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

 A Throwaway Thread is used with fixed Stop Beads at each end.

A new thread is started + Herringbone Stitch with pass-throughs.

Hexagon Decrease begins in the valleys of the Herringbone.

Alternating Herringbone Increase and Hexagon Decrease.

The first Pass-Through of the Hexagon Decrease.

Alternating Herringbone Increase and Hexagon Decrease.

Alternating Herringbone Increase and Hexagon Decrease.

This sample is started on the edge of a Casting Spine or a peyote starter strip.

We	removed	the	swatch	from	the	Spine	after	Row	7 by snipping off the stop beads and gently peeling the new beadwork 
away from the casting edge. (A few more snips of the first round thread are sometimes necessary to free the swatch). 

Our	charts	read	left	to	right.
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Star Spiral Swatch on a Casting Spine A BB B C D

x	14  

•	Peyote-Stitched	End	Tabs are	an	optional	finish;	any	turnaround	you	prefer	at	the	ends	is	fine.
•	Please	note	that	our	pattern	instructions	read	left	to	right														no	matter	how	the	beadwork	is	being	held.	

x	14  

Knotted Stop Beads at each end

Single-looped Stop Bead to start

6

7

2

1

3

4

5

Herringbone Increases + 
Hex Fill Beads (D)
3 Peyote Tab Beads (B)

Herringbone Increases + 
Hex Decrease Spacers (C),
2 Peyote Tab Beads (B)

Increases + 
Pass-Throughs
4 Peyote Tab Beads (B)

Increases + Spacers
5 Peyote Tab Beads (B)

Increases + Fill Beads
6 Peyote Tab Beads (B)

Herringbone Increases + 
Herringbone Pass-Throughs
First Peyote Tab Bead (optional) 

Base Row: Herringbone 
Increases [AA] 

{ x	13	 

P/T D

2B							13[AA]		2D								[AA]	B

{ x	13	 

B				13[AA],	C				[AA]	B

{ x	13	 

SB,	14[AA],	SB

We started a new Working Thread in 
Row 2, anchored with a stop bead.

SB,	B,	14[AA]

2B							13[AA]	B,	P/T	D,	B							[AA]	2B

{ x	13	 

3B									13[AA]	B,	C,	B						[AA]		2B

We used a separate red “Throwaway Thread” 
for the Base Row to help teach Deconstruction.

3B									13[AA],	B,	2D,	B					[AA],	3B

{ x	13	 
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Our sample Swatch was 
created on the edge of a Short 
Casting Spine, which is quick 
and easy to make and a great 

introduction to using other edges 
to quick-start our new work.

Kathryn’s Yellow Star Spiral (right) is 60 
increases long, and shown at 17 rows of 

work. It makes a stack of ten Stars.

Our little practice swatch is 14 increases long (it does 
not ever grow longer, it can only grow in diameter) and 

the two photos at right show it after 11 rows of work. The 
photo below shows the swatch being snipped off of the 
Casting	Spine after seven rows of work. To learn how to 

easily count the rows in the Star	Spiral, see page 13.

Illustrated Quick Chart
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Star Spiral Swatch on a Casting Spine A BB B C D

For a small sample like this, any 
peyote-stitched starter strip can 
be used, but for a longer spiral, a 
Casting Spine is the best start.

SB,	14[AA],	SB

Base Row: Herringbone Increases 

Pass through a few more Spine beads and double-knot the 
Throwaway	Thread around a second round stop bead at the 
end. Be sure there is no slack in the thread– the goal of the 
Base	Row is to lock the beads in place just until it’s time to 
remove the new piece. It doesn’t matter how you space, knot or 
finish the stop beads, just make sure that they don’t move.

When the new beadwork is fully stable (Row	7) we’ll snip the 
starting thread and remove the new work intact. 

Cut a small (12”) piece of one colour of thread and firmly 
double-knot a size 8° rocaille (or other round bead) near one 
end of the thread. Pass through several Spine beads to leave a 
bit of exposed thread– this will be a perfect place to snip when 
we remove the swatch later.

Place 14 increases [AA] in the slots of one of the rows of the 
Spine (or on the edge of a peyote starter strip). 

The	swatch	is	started	with	a	Throwaway	Thread on 
a	Casting	Spine	row	or	the	edge	of	a	peyote	starter	
strip.	We	use	a	knotted	stop	bead	at	each	end	of	this	
starting	thread	to	fix	the	Base	Row	firmly	in	place.

x	14  

1
x	14	 
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Star Spiral Swatch on a Casting Spine

After anchoring the Working Thread 
to start Row 2, we will not enter the 

Spine beads again with the new 
thread. From now on, our needle 

stays in the new beads of the swatch.

IMPORTANT

The stop bead 
should not move 

once the first 
increase is placed.

Using	a	second	colour	of	thread,	cut	a	new	piece	of	
thread	24”	or	longer	and	then	pick	up	a	stop	bead.

Pass through the stop bead once, leaving 4-6” of tail, and enter 
the Spine about an inch away from the swatch. Move through 
the Spine beads, emerge from the slot immediately before the 
Base	Row, and pick up a B bead. 

Enter the first increase placed in the Base Row, add the first 
increase of Row	2, and pass	through the	base	of	the	next	
increase	without	adding	any	new	beads. 

New Thread+ Herringbone Stitch

Continue placing new two-bead increases [AA] in this way on 
top of each of the 14 increases from Row	1.

As you place the beads of the second row, notice that the new 
working thread passes through each bead of the Base Row. 
This is the secret to Deconstruction– in peyote stitch, the first 
row (or round) of thread is always removeable, because the 
second row thread will hold all of the Row 1 beads in place. 

Using a separate thread for the first row makes Deconstruction 
as simple as possible, and marking it with a diferent color makes 
it easy to keep track of which thread we will snip when we 
remove the swatch from the Spine later on.

SB,	B,	14[AA]
x	14  

2
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Star Spiral Swatch on a Casting Spine

Turn	around	to	begin	Row	3 by picking up one B bead and passing 
back through the bottom of the last increase placed in Row	2. 

Add the third row of 14 increases [AA], placing Hexagon	Decrease	
Spacers	(C) between each increase stack. (Note that these new 
spacer beads sit atop a Row 2 pass-through in the Herringbone 
Stitch, and in that way, the previous Herringbone pass-through now 
becomes the base of the Hexagon Decrease stack.)

Remember,	to	ensure	easy	removal	of	the	swatch, do	not	enter	
the	Spine	beads	again	with	the	new	thread.

This pattern makes the turnaround at the end of each row easy. 
After the final stitch in each row, we pick up one new B bead and 
enter the last B placed in the previous round. This turns us around 
neatly and begins the next row. The little peyote tabs at each end 
grow by one bead each with each new turn. 

B				13[AA],	C				[AA]	B

{ x	13	 Increases [AA] + Spacers (C)

3

These drawings of the threadpaths 
show us that the red Throwaway 
Thread can be removed with no 

impact on the finished work. The new 
working thread (brown) of the second 

row passes through every bead of 
Row 1, so no beads are lost when the 

first row’s red thread is removed.
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x	14	 

Star Spiral Swatch on a Casting SpineA BB B C D

To start Row	4, pick up one B bead to turn around and pass back 
through the last B added in Row	3. Peyote stitch one more B bead 
to finish the first tab, and then add 14 increases [AA] with two D 
Fill	Beads peyote-stitched on either side of the C spacers between 
them. After the final increase is placed, one more peyote B bead will 
finish the row.

	2B									[AA]		2D								[AA]	B

{ x	13	 

After placing each new increase, it may seem as if the C spacer is 
very far down in the valley (or difficult to wiggle into) but have faith, 
there is room for the two D beads, and they will settle right in. Just 
dive down with your needle, pass through the spacer, pick up the 
second D bead, and enter the next increase stack. 

Although the Fill	Beads do fit neatly into the weave, their insertion 
will cause the swatch to begin to warp and twist. This is the moment 
that we can see the shape of the Star emerging. Depending on your 
working tension, the swatch may be easiest to handle if you allow it 
to twist in a long spiral from now on (see the photo for Row	7,	pg. 15).

Increases [AA] + Fill Beads (D)

4

one Tab 
bead

two Tab 
beads

Something you will notice right away about the 
side tabs is that they finish each row with an 
unequal count. In this case, starting with an 

even number of tab beads on each side of the 
spiral would have required a more complex 

turnaround, and so we opted to keep it simple.
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Star Spiral Swatch on a Casting Spine A BB B C D

Row	5	introduces	the	first	Pass-Throughs	of	the	Hexagon	
Decrease	(P/T)	and	the	first	peyote	fabric	stitches	(B)	in	the	
body	of	the	Star	Spiral.	

To turn around, pick up the first B bead of the side tab, enter the last B 
bead placed in the previous row, and then peyote stitch the second B 
tab bead in place.

Place the first increase of the row [AA], and peyote-stitch one B bead. 
This is the beginning of the yellow peyote fabric that will grow between 
the Star points. In our sample, we used the darkest yellow beads at the 
center, but mixed yellows or a single color of fabric is nice too.

Next,	pass	through	both	D	beads	from	Row	4	without	adding	any	
beads	in	between	them.	

Place another B bead, and then repeat this sequence 12 more times, 
until the 14th and final increase [AA] is placed. Complete the fifth row 
by adding two more B beads in the second end tab.

Row	5 is an exciting moment in this particular spiral, as we see the 
Star shape assert itself and the second Hexagon	Decrease cycle 
begins. After this row, the swatch will be very twisty.

2B								[AA]	B,	P/T	D,	B							[AA]	2B

{ x	13	 

P/T D

Increases [AA] + Pass-Throughs

5

This	row	features	pass-through	
decreases	through	the	red	D	beads	

in	the	valleys	of	the	Stars.		
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Discussion: Increase & Decrease Lines

Hexagon Increase progressions
offer much slower growth than

Herringbone Increases.

The Hexagon	Decrease Spacer perches on top of 
the Herringbone pass-through in Row	2 (above).

To count the Hex Decrease by row, we must count 
the pass-through stitches as well as the Spacers and 
Fill beads to find our row or round count. When there 
are Herringbone Increases placed in every row or 

round, it’s simplest to count that increase line. 

In the completed Star	Spiral (below) a count of the 
Herringbone Increase line beads will tell us quickly 

that the finished size is seventeen rows of work. 

Counting	Rows	in	the	Star	Spiral	
Two-bead Herringbone	Increases are placed in every row 
of this pattern. Hexagon	Decreases	are slow decreases, 
and they take place over three rows of work (Pass-Through, 
Spacer, and Fill beads).

Slow increase and decrease cycles are often used to size 
and tailor beadwork, and the Hexagon	Increase was used 
by Rebecca Bisgyer to slowly flare the skirt of her bangle 
(below, from CGB,	Volume	II). 

In the case of the Flat	Star, and the Star	Spiral, the slow 
pacing of the Hexagon Decrease works to keep the beaded 
fabric flat. Without the decrease lines in place, the Star 
Spiral would not fold flat, but would instead become a lively 
geometric ruffle with a hyperbolic edge.

(See pages xx-xx for examples of hyperbolic ruffles.)

Pass-Through,	Spacer	&	Fill:
The	Hexagon	Decrease	Progression

Red D Fill Beads, Row	7
Blue C Hex Decrease Spacer, Row	6

Pass-Through, Row	5
Red D Fill Beads, Row	4

Blue C Hex Decrease Spacer, Row	3
Herringbone Stitch/Pass-Through, Row	2

Herringbone Stitch, Base	Row	1

Counting	the	Hex	Decrease	Line

Blue and Red 
Hex Decrease 

Lines

Yellow Peyote Fabric

Gold Herringbone 
Increase Lines

21
3 4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13 14

15
1716

Seventeen rows 
of work

60 Increases long for a 
10-star stack
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Star Spiral Swatch on a Casting Spine

Row	6 starts with three B peyote beads at the end tab, and 
then adds fourteen increases with peyote fabric (B beads)  
and blue C	Spacers in between them. The spacer row is 
always a stabilizing influence in the Hexagon	Decrease 
progression and is easy to place.

Two more B beads at the second end tab finish the row.

From here on the beadwork is very predictable, and the only 
changes with each row are the number of peyote beads 
placed and the stage of the Hex Decrease– is it time for a 
Pass-Through, Spacer or a Fill row?

Our pattern removes the swatch from the Spine after Row	
7, (next pages) but it is stable enough to come off now if you 
prefer. 

Sometimes we also leave our Geometric Spirals on the 
Spine if we want them to have dimensional space, attach to 
another piece of beadwork, or embellish a garment. 
See page 20 for an example.

{ x	13	 

3B										[AA]	B,	C,	B						[AA],		2B

Increases [AA} + Hex Spacers (C)

6
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A BB B C D Star Spiral Swatch on a Casting Spine

Row	7 starts with three B peyote beads at the tab, and 
then adds fourteen increases with peyote fabric (B beads) 
and D	Fill	Beads in between them. 

Three more B beads at the second end tab finish the row.

It	was	after	this	row	that	we	removed	our	Swatch. 

Beading can continue on the swatch after it is removed. 
Note that more rows will increase the diameter of the stars, 
but the line will not get any longer. 

If you intend to continue growing the beadwork, leave the 
working thread intact. If you plan to end the swatch at this 
row, weave in the working thread (stay out of the Base Row 
and Spine) and trim it neatly so that it’s not in the way.

This length of spiral makes a lovely earring, and that alone 
is a justification for indulging ourselves in creating a whole 
pile of Star Spiral swatches. (see page xx).

Increases + Fill Beads

	3B								[AA],	B,	2D,	B					[AA],	3B

{ x	13	 

7
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Deconstruction: Removing the Swatch

Spine Ends (Pink)
DO NOT SNIP

Throwaway	
Thread:
SNIP

Throwaway	
Thread:
SNIP

Working Thread (brown, with 
white stop bead): DO NOT SNIP

The brown thread in our sample is the Working 
Thread begun in Row 2. To release its anchor on the 

Spine, loosen and remove its stop bead (white). When 
the swatch is free, weave this tail in neatly and trim.

The run of thread that we tucked inside 
the beads of the Spine (before placing the 

Base Row) are excellent places to snip 
the bright red Throwaway Thread.

Use small and 
sharp-pointed scissors 
for this job. Our team 
uses little embroidery 

scissors (see Resources 
for more details).
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Deconstruction: Removing the Swatch

Snip	the	red	Throwaway	Thread (or the two Stop	Beads that hold it). Gently start peeling the 
swatch off the spine, cutting the red thread a few more times if necessary. Do not cut any of the 
second thread (the brown Working Thread). Remove all pieces of the red thread. The Swatch 
will come free of the Spine, but no beads should be lost.

How does this work?  Every row or round of peyote beadwork (except the final one) is held by 
two passes of thread: the first that installed it, and the second that placed the following row. 
Deconstruction only removes one of these two threads, so no beads are lost.

Note that while one thread is enough to hold the beads in place, it’s good practice to take a 
separate reinforcing pass through the Base	Row after it’s removed from a casting edge, just 
as we do to properly finish the final edges of our beadwork.

SNIP THE FIRST ROW THREAD (The Throwaway Thread)

Do not cut any of the Working	Thread (brown) or cut off its stop bead. Remove the stop bead 
by gently pulling it free it from the thread, and then weave the tail into the swatch.

If you do accidentally cut a working thread at any point, you can preserve the beadwork by 
using a slender needle to weave a reinforcing thread back through the at-risk area. Pass 
through the weaving once or twice, replace any lost beads, and secure the ends of the repair 
thread back into the work. If the worst happens, these little swatches are quick to remake– 
practice until you are confident!

Using a Throwaway	Thread	isn’t necessary once you gain confidence with edge casting.  
To learn more about the possibilities and techniques of Deconstruction, see pgs. xx-xx.

DO NOT SNIP THE SECOND ROW THREAD (The Working Thread)

Gently remove this stop bead 
to release the starting tail of the 

Working Thread (brown).

Snip and remove the red Throwaway 
Thread completely to free the swatch 
from the Spine.
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Star Spiral:  Notes

There are many ways to begin a Geometric Spiral. One 
variation is to begin with a row of tiny 15° round beads, but 
it’s best to have experience removing work from a casting 
edge before choosing beads this small for a start.

Small or decorative beads can always be added at the end 
of a project as a finishing or reinforcing round, and we often 
do this to help protect final edges, or to support rows that 
have been separated from a casting edge or Spine.

Reinforcing	or	Starting	with	15°	Rounds

The little Star	Spiral	Swatch is only 14 increases long, 
small enough to be able to remove it from the Casting	
Spine by snipping the threads at the beginning and end of 
the swatch and wiggling it off. 

For a longer piece, removal is easiest if Snip	Beads are 
left every few inches along the first row (the Base Row). 
When it’s time to Deconstruct, all of the Snips are cut off 
at once, and then the new beadwork peels easily off of the 
casting edge (as long as we stayed out of the Spine with 
our needle and thread after the first row is finished).

Snip Beads are easy to place. When exiting any stitch, 
pick up a round bead and take a loop around any nearby 
bead to anchor it. We like to use 8° rounds for this job, but 
anything you can get your scissor tips around will work.

Square	Stitching a Snip Bead around a peyote bead just 
exited (as in the detail drawing below) is a nice method, as 
it leaves the needle in the position to pick up the next bead 
in the pattern. We also use this smooth technique in other 
ways, such as our Elegant	Guide	Round (pgs. xx-xx).

Longer	Spirals	should	have	Snip	Beads
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Star Spiral:  Notes

Experiment!
Almost any pattern for a flat polygon can be 
spiraled along a Casting Spine. The Pentagon	
Spiral by Nadine Vial (below) and the Square	
Spiral (left) by Kate McKinnon are examples.
See more of our Geometric	Spirals, pgs. xx-xx.

At left, a new silver Casting	Spine (with end loops 
instead of round beads at the end) is growing on the 
edge of another Spine. 

We try to finish new Spines with the Stitch-In-The-
Ditch row before removing them, because we value 
the springy, curly energy that the free-form finish 
provides. These true-built Spines are amazing pieces 
of beadwork to hold and use.

If the new Spine was removed at this stage, the silver 
beads would just be three rounds of flat peyote stitch, 
and much of the potential energy of the line would be 
lost.

Casting	Spines	from	Spines
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Below, a different type of hexagonal Geometric	Spiral– this one was started 
with three peyote beads placed between the increases in the first row. This 
gives the stack an open center. Spirals like this can be arranged in ribbon-candy 
loops and fixed in place. Kate designed her Golden	Ribbon neckpiece (below) 
to transition between being a standing collar and a flat spiral stack. 

We speak of removing the spiral swatch 
from the	Casting	Spine because the 
Flat	Star	Spiral swatch pattern is meant 
to show how to make a flat Slinky-spiral 
stack of stars. 

However, it is also possible to leave the 
Spine intact as a part of finished pieces, 
as Kate did in her Flat	Hexagon	Spiral 
neckpiece (right). 

Left in place, the Spine is a strong visual 
element and architectural choice. The 
gold lends a river of sparkle and the 
presence of the Spine along the edge 
separates the sections with a slight 
curve, preventing the spiral from making 
a perfectly flat stack. 

Kate McKinnon
2018 / 2019

See	more	Spirals, pgs. xx-xx.
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Karen’s pioneering Mondrian-themed spiral ribbon neckpiece even has a custom 
Casting	Spine (above) that was colour-coded to assist with the Base Row bead 
placements. This piece is 104 increases long, and took many weeks to create. It 
also stacked as a hexagonal Slinky before it was ribbon-folded and stitched into 
place. We call this technique Geometric	Capture. 

The photo below was taken before the spiral was embellished with finishing rounds 
of gold beads. More photos of the creation of this piece can be seen in pgs. xx-xx. 

Karen Beningfield
2019
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Kathryn Shriver
2022

Any flat pattern can be repeated 
along a Casting Spine to create 

a spiral. See our spiral of the blue 
Starflower (left) on pgs. xx-xx.
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An interesting thing about this particular 
Star Spiral is that it loves to twist into a 
chain of bellflowers. Just a little twirl in 
one direction and it’s a flower chain, a 
little twirl back and it’s a Slinky stack.

We don’t see this in every Star Spiral, 
and the special fluidity may be thanks 
to the smooth, extra-fine finishes on 
the gold and yellow Delica beads, or to 
Kathryn’s even and gentle tension while 
creating it. 

If you like this drape and twirl but are 
usually a tight beader, consider relaxing 
your tension a bit for spirals and perhaps 
you too will end up with a chain of bells. 

To make single bellflowers, start from 
a center ring with four increases. They 
make stunning earrings (see page xx).

A Chain of Flowers

 Pointy and rounded Bellflowers 
from the Flat Star and the Flat 

Starflower patterns make great 
earrings (see pgs. xx-xx).

Star Spiral Swatch on a Casting Spine


